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Giant resonances in the26Mg„e,e8a0…

22Ne reaction

L. A. A. Terremoto,* V. P. Likhachev, M. N. Martins, H. J. Emrich,† G. Fricke,† Th. Kröhl,† and K. W. Neff†

Laboratório do Acelerador Linear, Instituto de Fı´sica da Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo,
Caixa Postal 66318, 05315-970 Sa˜o Paulo, SP, Brazil

~Received 14 April 1997!

The fivefold differential cross section of the reaction26Mg(e,e8c) was measured for transferred momenta of
0.35 and 0.54 fm21 and emitted particle angles from210° to 270° with respect to the transferred-momentum
direction. Angular correlation functions for the emitteda0 were obtained from the data. A model-independent
analysis allowed us to obtain theE0, E1, and E2 multipole components of the26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne cross
section, between 14 and 26 MeV of excitation energy. TheE1 component shows a bump around 16.5 MeV,
associated with theT, isospin component of the giant dipole resonance. The evaluated strengths associated
with thea0 decay channel, presented in percentage of the respective energy-weighted sum rules are 0.45~7!%
for E1, 1.4~3!% for E2, and 0.2~1!% for E0.
@S0556-2813~97!05111-X#

PACS number~s!: 24.30.Cz, 25.30.Fj, 23.60.1e, 27.30.1t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrodisintegration experiments in coincidenc
(e,e8c), accomplished at high duty factor electron accele
tors @1–4# and storage rings@5#, demonstrated the possibilit
to separate and study, in some cases model independe
several reaction mechanisms—direct, resonant, preequ
rium, and statistical—providing information about importa
and complex aspects of nuclear dynamics. In particu
(e,e8a0) experiments in the giant resonance region
spin-0 nuclei are especially interesting since the small c
tribution of the direct process and the small number of a
plitudes involved simplify the analysis and allow a mod
independent multipole decomposition of the resonance c
section.

This work is concerned with a study of the excitation a
decay of giant resonances in the26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction
and, in particular, with a model-independent study of
isoscalar electric quadrupole resonance (GQR). This re
nance has been intensively studied in many nuclei, by me
of various reactions: (e,e8) @6,7#, (p,g) @8#, (a,g0) @9#,
(a,a8a) @10#, and (a,a8) @11,12#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Using the electron beam from the MAMI-A2@13# mi-
crotron, a 1.1-mg/cm2 enriched 26Mg target @99.70~5!%
26Mg, 0.21~3!% 24Mg, and 0.09~3!% 25Mg# was bombarded
at 183.5 MeV with typical cw currents of 10–12mA. The
target thickness ensures small energy losses in the targe
terial for a particles with energies above 2 MeV.

Scattered electrons were detected in the focal plane
180° double-focusing magnetic spectrometer@14# ~solid
angle DV54 msr! by a 300-channel detection syste
~DP/P50.0216% per channel! @15# at scattering angles o

*Presently at IPEN/CNEN-SP, Sa˜o Paulo, SP, Brazil.
†Formerly at Institut fu¨r Kernphysik der Johannes Gutenberg Un

versität, D-55099 Mainz, Germany.
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22° and 35°, to define the transferred momentaq of 0.35 and
0.54 fm21, respectively. The relative detection efficiency
each channel was determined@15# measuring the elastic sca
tering of electrons on12C and moving the detector ladde
along the focal plane, so that the same part of the spect
was measured by each detector channel.

Decay charged particles were detected in an array of
silicon surface barrier detector telescopes arranged in a p
rotated about theq axis by f5225° ~for q50.35 fm21! or
f5240° ~for q50.54 fm21! from the electron-scattering
plane. The array of telescopes, developed at the Max Pla
Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg~see Fig. 1!, al-
lowed measurements of the decay correlation angleuc in that
plane, from210° ~forward ofq! to 180°~opposite toq! and
beyond, up touc5270°. The out-of-scattering-plane geom
etry is very useful since it allows the measurement of
angular correlation without a gap corresponding to the an
lar region blocked in the scattering plane by the incom
beam.

FIG. 1. Charged particle detector arrangement.
2597 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Summary of the performed measurements:ue is the electron-scattering angle,q is the mo-
mentum transferred,uq is the momentum-transfer angle~see Fig. 1!, fc anduc are the azimuthal and pola
angles of the emitted particle, andc is the angle between the normal to the target surface and the inco
beam direction.

ue q (fm21) uq fc c uc

255° 0°,20°,40°,160°,180°,200°,220°
10°,30°,50°,170°,190°,210°,230°

22° 0.35 62.2° 225° 18° 50°,70°,90°,110°,130°,150°,230°
60°,80°,100°,120°,140°,160°,240°

260° 0°,20°,40°,60°,140°,160°,180°,200°,220°,240°
35° 0.54 62° 240° 210°,10°,30°,50°,130°,150°,170°,190°,210°,230°

38° 40°,60°,80°,100°,120°,140°,220°,240°,260°,280°
30°,50°,70°,90°,110°,130°,210°,230°,250°,270°
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Each telescope contains three silicon surface barrier
tectors. TheDE detectors are 72mm thick ~on the average!
and theE andE8 detectors are 1012mm thick ~also on the
average!. Each telescope was installed in a holder, toget
with a collimator and a cobalt-samarium magnet. The co
mator defines the solid angle seen by the telescope, while
permanent magnet, placed before the collimator, reduces
background caused by low energy electrons emitted from
target. To reduce dark current, the detectors were cooled
ing methyl alcohol at220 °C. The distance between targ
and frontal collimator was 36.5 mm, and the telescope s
angle wasDVc539.76 msr with a half-angle aperture o
Duc566.58°. The telescopes were arranged around the
get in steps of 20°. The central holder of the scattering ch
ber can be rotated around theq axis with respect to the
scattering plane.

The data acquisition was done in an event-by-event mo
The signals from the charged particle detectors were am
fied by charge sensitive preamplifiers. TheT signals from the
preamplifiers were used for time coincidence, while theE
signals were used for recording the energy deposited in
detector. For each coincidence event the following data w
recorded for off-line analysis: ~1! electron channel number
~2! telescope number,~3! telescope detector number,~4! en-
ergy deposited in the charged particle detectors, and~5! time
difference between charged particle and electron sign
Table I shows the array of kinematical variables where d
were taken.

III. DATA REDUCTION

The experimental data obtained contain information ab
several reactions, but this article is concerned only with
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction channel, and only the aspe
relevant to this subject will be described.

The classification of events was divided in many steps
order to obtain the angular correlation for thea0 reaction
channel. The steps will be described below.

A. Particle-type identification

In order to decrease as much as possible the detec
threshold for a particles, the pulse-shape-discriminatio
method was used@16#, and information about the particl
energy and its type was obtained from coincidence spe
e-
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between signals from the electron counters and the
(DE) telescope detector. This method is based on a prop
of silicon surface barrier detectors: The rise time of the pu
depends on the particle type and its kinetic energy. So
information about the particle type and its energy is co
tained in the two-dimensional time-to-digital convert
~TDC! and analog-to-digital converter~ADC! spectrum. This
2563256 matrix of the time difference between the electr
counter signal and the signal from theDE detector~TDC
register! and the particle energy deposited in theDE detector
~ADC register! is shown in Fig. 2. Two groups~or bands! of
events can be seen. The lower band corresponds top, d, and
t particles, and the upper band to3He and 4He particles.
These two bands appear due to the different charge co
tion time ~plasma effect! for low (p,d,t) and high (3,4He)
ionizing particles.

The extraction of events corresponding to3,4He was per-
formed by drawing a two-dimensional gate around this p
ticle group, observed in the energy-time matrix. The sepa
tion of 4He and 3He contributions was done based on t
difference in their separation energies (Sc), in a later stage of
the process. Random coincidence events are uniformly

FIG. 2. Energy-time matrix from the26Mg(e,e8c) experimental
data forue535° anduc560°.
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56 2599GIANT RESONANCES IN THE26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne REACTION
tributed along the energy-time matrix. The contribution
the random coincidence background was determined
shifting the two-dimensional gate out of the bands.

To improve the pulse shape discrimination, allDE detec-
tors were mounted with the back electrode facing the ta
@16#.

B. Separation of decay modes

In order to identify and separate decays to different fi
states of product nuclei, the coincidence events were o
nized in two-dimensional energy-energy matrices of or
3003256 ~300 is the number of electron detectors in t
focal plane!. Each matrix element corresponds to a correla
pair of energy of scattered electron and kinetic energy of
decay particle (Ec).

The energy balance of a two-particle disintegration re
tion can be written as

«12«25v5Ec1E21Sc , ~1!

whereSc is the separation energy. The notation is explain
in Fig. 3. SinceE2 is usually small, the dependences ofv
versus Ec , for different final states, appear as paral
straight lines in a plot ofv3Ec ~Dalitz diagram!. The events
corresponding to different final states are located on differ
straight bands, as illustrated by the typical Dalitz diagr
shown in Fig. 4.

The profile of the Dalitz diagram for a fixedv represents
the excitation energy spectrum of the daughter nucleus
shown in Fig. 5 forv520.1 MeV. The energy resolutio
achieved in the experiment allows a reliable separation ofa0
anda1 peaks.

The extraction of events of a given decay channel w
performed by drawing a two-dimensional gate around
band which corresponded to the respective kinematics l
Background from other reactions was subtracted by shif
the gate out of the band.

FIG. 3. Diagram of the coincidence reactionA1(e,e8c)A2 in
first Born and resonance approximations.
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C. Absolute normalization

The absolute normalization factor for the coinciden
spectra was obtained by normalizing the theoretical value
the elastic26Mg(e,e8) cross section, reduced by a radiatio
factor, to the experimental value, measured at the same
perimental conditions as the26Mg(e,e8c) cross section. The

FIG. 4. Dalitz diagram from the26Mg(e,e8a) experimental data
for ue522° andua50°. The figure is obtained merging data fro
two runs with different settings of the electron spectrometer. T
causes the change in the background.

FIG. 5. Excitation energy spectrum of the daughter nucle
22Ne for ue535° andua520° andv520.1 MeV.
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theoretical value of the elastic scattering cross section
calculated by means of the phase-shift codeHADES @17#, us-
ing for the ground-state charge-density distribution a tw
parameter Fermi function:

r~r !5r0$11exp@~r 2c!/z!#%21, ~2!

with parametersc53.06(5) fm andz50.524(32) fm, from
Ref. @18#.

The theoretical value was reduced by the fac
exp(2ds), which takes into account the Schwinger radiati
correction and thus makes the theoretical and experime
results consistent. The correction for elastic scattering
calculated using the ultrarelativistic approximation expr
sion ~«1@me , q2@me! @19#:

ds5S 2a

p D H F lnS «1

DED2S 13

12D GF lnS q2

me
2D 21G

1
17

36
1

1

2 Fp2

6
2L2S cos2

ue

2 D G J , ~3!

whereDE50.6 MeV is the cutoff energy,me is the rest mass
of the electron, andL2(x) is the Spence function@19#:
L2(x)52*0

x$@ ln(12y)#/y%dy. The inelastic cross section
were corrected by the Schwinger radiation factor accord
to @19,20#.

As a result of the data reduction procedure, (e,e8a0)
spectra were obtained, corrected for random coinciden
and absolutely normalized, for each telescope angle. Th
angles and the corresponding detector solid angles w
transformed from the laboratory system to the center
momentum~c.m.! system, which has thez axis oriented
along the momentum transferred~see next item!. Since the
direction of momentum transfer depends on the excita
energy, an average direction for the range under study
chosen and the new, so-called correlation angles are
with respect to this direction. Angular correlations~cross
section as a function of correlation angles! were obtained for
each interval of the excitation energy, in steps of 0.2 Me
As an example, Fig. 6 shows angular correlations for t
energy bins, taken at the two momentum transfersq50.35
and 0.54 fm21.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 7 shows schematically the process of excitation
the giant resonance energy region of26Mg, with subsequent
decay to final states in25Na and22Ne nuclei. Table II shows
characteristics of the transitions involved in the excitation
E0, E1, andE2 giant resonances in26Mg, with subsequent
a0 anda1 decays.

In the one-photon-exchange approximation, the fivef
differential cross section of an (e,e8c) reaction, in the c.m.
frame, can be written as@21#
as
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d5s

d«2dVedVc*
5

2a2

q4

k2

k1
S j* w

pM1
D H VCS w

M1
D 2UJ0U2

1VT~ uJ11u21uJ21u2!

1VCTS w

M1
D& Im~J0!* ~J111J21!

1VTT2 Re~J11!* J21J , ~4!

whereVC,T,CT,TT are the kinematical factors of electron sca
tering variables in the laboratory frame andJ0,11,21 are the
helicity components of the transition matrix elements of t
nuclear current operator~J0 is the longitudinal component
andJ11,21 are the transverse components! expressed in the
c.m. frame. Figure 3 illustrates the notation used.j* means
that the valuej is related to the c.m. frame.

The advantage of coincidence experiments, when co
pared to singles inelastic measurements, can be seen
Eq. ~4!. The coincidence cross section contains additio
interference terms, which allows the study of small amp

FIG. 6. Angular correlation function for the reactio
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne. The curves are the results of fitting with a s
ries of Legendre polynomials@see Eq.~6!#.
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56 2601GIANT RESONANCES IN THE26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne REACTION
FIG. 7. Energy level diagrams of the target (26Mg) and daughter
~22Ne and 25Na! nuclei. The particle separation energies for26Mg
are shown in the lower left.
t
c

ion
tudes through their interference with big ones and also
determine the relative phases of matrix elements. Ther
also the possibility of determining spins and parities of re
nances, in a model-independent way, via the analysis of
angular distributions of emitted particles, as in the case
real photons.

Four combinations of transition matrix elements in Eq.~4!
can be kinematically separated using the explicit depende
on the emitted particle variables, which allows, in som
cases, to separate the contributions of different mechani
in a model-independent way.

In resonance approximation~see Fig. 3! the matrix ele-
ments in Eq.~4! can be derived in the form of a multipol
expansion and can be factored into nuclear excitation
decay amplitudes@21#. A further simplification occurs for
spin-0 systems. Finally, in the extreme relativistic lim
~ERL! for initial and final electrons and assuming the sta
limit of the resonance approximation, the differential cro
section for electric transitions of multipolarityL and for spin
and parity of target and residual nuclei and emitted part
Jp501 @as occurs in the26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction# can
be written@21# as

TABLE II. Characteristics of the giant resonances in t
26Mg(e,e8a)22Ne reaction: Jp is the spin and parity of the26Mg
excited state,SA2

p is the spin and parity of the22Ne final state,L is
the relative orbital angular momentum of the emitted particle, a
Jc is the total angular momentum of the emitted particle.

26Mg 22Ne

GR Jp Decay SA2

p L Jc Partial waves
E0 01 a0 01 0 0 s
E1 12 a0 01 1 1 p
E2 21 a0 01 2 2 d
d5s

d«2dVedVa0

5sM~2L11!A0~L !uCLu2F PL~cosua0
* !21S 1

2
1tan2

ue

2 D uTLu2

uCLu2

1

L~L11!
PL

1~cosua0
* !2

2S 1

2
1tan2

ue

2 D uTLu
uCLu

2

AL~L11!
PL~cosua0

* !PL
1~cosua0

* !sin fa0
* 2

1

2

uTLu2

uCLu2

3
1

L~L11!
PL

1~cosua0
* !2 cos2fa0

* G , ~5!
er.
ct
m-
son

ing
on
where

sM5S aZ

2«1
D 2 cos2~ue/2!

sin4~ue/2!

is the Mott cross section,Z is the charge of the targe
nucleus,CL andTL are the longitudinal and transverse ele
tric form factors, respectively, which describe the excitat
of multipolarity L, A0(L) are the decay coefficients, andua0

*

-

andfa0
* are the polar and azimuthal angles of the emitteda

particle, referred to the direction of the momentum transf
For our kinematical conditions, it is possible to negle

the contribution of the transverse form factors, when co
pared to the longitudinal ones. Figure 8 shows a compari
among the terms between brackets in Eq.~5! for E2 transi-
tions, calculated forue535° andua0

5240°. The ratio of
transverse to longitudinal form factors was calculated us
Siegert’s theorem@22# and assuming an average excitati
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2602 56L. A. A. TERREMOTOet al.
energy of 20 MeV. The total cross section coincides with
longitudinal one within 5%. The same situation holds forL
51.

Thus, with a little loss of accuracy, but a great gain
simplicity in the analysis, the differential cross section fo
set of multipoles up to 2 can be written as

d5s

d«2dVedVa0

5sMU(
L50

2

A~2L11!A0~L !CLeidLPL~cosua0
* !U2

, ~6!

wheredL is the phase of the product ofCL andA0(L). The
sum onL in Eq. ~6! is limited to 2, since higher multipoles
in our region ofq, have negligible contribution.

We evaluated theE3 contribution to the total cross sec
tion using a distorted wave Born approximation~DWBA!
code@17# and assuming a transition charge density given
the modified Tassie model@23#. The transition strength wa
expressed as fraction of the electromagnetic sum rule@24–
26#. Considering the isoscalarE3 exhausting 100% of its
energy-weighted sum rule~EWSR!, it would have a contri-
bution to the total cross section of 1% atq50.35 fm21 and
2.5% atq50.54 fm21.

For each energy bin, the coefficients of the Legen
polynomials in Eq.~6! were fitted to get the experimenta
value of the cross section, obtaining as a result the prod
A0(L)uCLu2 for L50,1,2. Using the results forA0(L)uCLu2,
the cross section for each multipolarity was obtained as

d3sL

d«2dVe
5sM~2L11!A0~L !uCLu2E @PL~cosua0

* !#2dVa0
.

~7!

In this method, however, when more than two resonan
are present, there is an intrinsic ambiguity and only the hi
est multipole (E2) is determined unambiguously@27#. For
A0(0)uC0u2 andA0(1)uC1u2, we have two different sets o
solutions: One presents a high monopole strength wit
small dipole and the other the inverse situation, a sm
monopole and a higher dipole. These two sets are show
Figs. 9 and 10. The choice between the two sets was m

FIG. 8. Contributions of different terms in the differential cro
section ofE2 transitions forue535° andfc5240°.
e
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by comparing the shape of the obtainedE1 cross section
with the shape of theE1 cross section extracted from th
inverse reaction22Ne(a,g0)26Mg @9#, which clearly favored
the second set~see Fig. 10!.

FIG. 10. Solutions for the E1 component of the
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne cross section atq50.35 fm21 ~this work! and
22Ne(a,g0)26Mg @9#.

FIG. 9. Solutions for the E0 component of the
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne cross section atq50.35 fm21.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 11 shows the final results of the mod
independent extraction of theE1 cross section for the reac
tion 26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne in comparison withE1 cross sec-
tions for 26Mg(e,e8) @28,29# and 26Mg(g,n) @30# reactions.
Since the ground state of26Mg has isospinT51, the giant
dipole resonance~GDR, DT51! should be split into two
components: T,51 and T.52, separated by about 4.
MeV in excitation energy, according to the evaluation in R
@31#. In (e,e8) and (g,n) spectra, two bumps are notice
d: One is located at 14–19 MeV, the other at 20–28 Me
These bumps were interpreted@28–30# as two isospin com-
ponents of the GDR. The observed energy of the splitt
and the ratio of the cross sections at the maximum of
bumps are larger than evaluated in@31#. In the (e,e8a0)
spectra, just one bump, split in two peaks, is observed.
energy position of this bump coincides with the left bum
present in the (e,e8) and (g,n) spectra. The right bump is

FIG. 11. E1 component of the cross section, obtained from
following reactions: 26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne ~upper part, this work!,
26Mg(e,e8) ~middle part@28#!, and 26Mg(g,n) ~lower part@30#!.
.

.

g
e

e

absent in (e,e8a0) spectra. Since only theT, component
has an isospin-alloweda0-decay mode, the absence of th
right bump in the (e,e8a0) spectra supports the argume
that the splitting of the GDR observed in (e,e8) and (g,n)
spectra is connected with isospin.

The T, component of the GDR, observed in (e,e8a0)
spectra, shows some structure~two peaks! which is also
present in the results of Refs.@28–30#.

The strength of theE1 resonance in the reactio
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne was analyzed in terms of the electroma
netic sum rule. These classical sum rules do not accoun
interference between isoscalar and isovector excitations,
are used in this work only as a convenient scale to mea
the resonance strength. Such an approach allows one to
pare results obtained in different kinematical conditions a
even in different reactions@32#, since sum rules are absolu
units, depending only on the ground-state charge distri
tion.

The energy-weighted sum rules were calculated using
expressions from Refs.@24–26#:

S~E0!5(
vR

BC0~Ex!Ex5
2\2Q

mp
^r 2&,

S~E1,DT51!5(
vR

BC1~Ex!Ex5
9\2

8pmp

NZ

A
,

S~EL,L.1!5(
vR

BCL~Ex!Ex5
L~2L11!2\2Q

8pmp
^r 2L22&,

~8!

where Ex is the excitation energy,mp is the mass of the
proton,Q5Z2/A for isoscalar excitations andQ5NZ/A for
isovector ones, and̂r 2L22& is the (2L22) moment of the
ground-state charge distribution of the nucleus:^r 2L22&
5*r(rW)r 2L22drW. Using^r 2&1/253.06(5) fm, which was ob-
tained by numerical integration of the ground-state cha
distribution @see Eq.~2!#, then

S~E0,DT50!54304 MeV fm4,

S~E1,DT51!596 MeV fm2,

S~E2,DT50!54282 MeV fm4. ~9!

The resonance strength, in the excitation energy ra
14–26 MeV, was evaluated using the first Born express
for the cross section for a spinless nucleus in the relativi
limit ( me→0) @33,34# and a model-independent expansi
of the reduced transition probability@35,36#. For L>1,

dsCL

dV
54psM

1 S D2

q2 D 2

f recBCL~q!q2L@~2L11!!! #22,

~10!

and forL50,

dsC0

dV
54psM

1 S D2

q2 D 2

f recBC0~q!q4@15#22, ~11!

where

e
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TABLE III. E0, E1, andE2 transition strengths observed in26Mg.

Multipolarity Reaction Energy range~MeV! R ~% EWSR!

26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne ~this work! 14.0–26.0 0.45~7!

E1 22Ne(a,g0)26Mg @9# 14.8–21.0 0.7
26Mg(g,n) @30# 11.0–28.0 58

26Mg(e,e) @28,29# 14.5–28.0 48
E2 26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne ~this work! 14.0–26.0 1.4~3!

22Ne(a,g0)26Mg @9# 15.0–21.4 6~2!

E0 26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne ~this work! 14.0–26.0 0.2~1!
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S BCL,L>1~q!

BCL~q50! D
1/2

512
q2^r CL

2 & tr

2~2L13!
1

q4^r CL
4 & tr

8~2L13!~2L15!

2••• , ~12!

S BC0~q!

BC0~q50! D
1/2

512
q2^r C0

2 & tr

20
1

q4^r C0
4 & tr

840
2••• ,

~13!

^r CL
l & tr5E r L1 l 12rL~r !drY E r L12rL~r !dr, ~14!

^r C0
l & tr5E r l 14r0~r !drY E r 4r0~r !dr, ~15!

rL(r ) is the transition charge distribution,sM
1 is the Mott

cross section forZ51 @see Eq. ~5!#, D2 is the four-
momentum transfer squared~D25q22v2, neglecting re-
coil!, and

f rec>F11
2k1

M
sin2

ue

2 G21

.

The resonance strength can be written as a fraction of
EWSR as

R5
BCL~Ex!Ex

EWSR~EL,DT!
3100.

Since only two differentq’s were measured, the values
^r l&, needed for the extrapolation, were calculated usin
model for the transition charge distribution, with fixed p
rameters. In order to estimate the model dependence o
extrapolation results, several models were used@23,37–40#,
which express the transition charge-density distribution a
function of the ground-state charge-density distribution. W
used for the ground-state distribution, following@41#, a two-
parameter Fermi function with parametersc5(0.9– 1.2)c0
~extreme cases! and t5t0 , wherec0 and t0 are the param-
eters obtained for the ground state distribution by Ref.@18#.

The range of̂ r l& tr
1/l was 2.7–4.2 fm. That leads to unce

tainties for the extracted resonance strength of64.5%. This
uncertainty due to different transition radii was included
the total uncertainty of the resonance strength. The res
presented for the resonance strength are therefore mode
dependent within the error bars.

Coulomb correction of the electron wave functions w
accounted for by usingq85q(111.8Z/A1/3k1) @42#. This
e

a

he

a
e

lts
in-

s

procedure was assessed by comparing the result with a m
accurate calculation, performed in the DWBA@17# for one of
the models@Goldhaber-Teller~GT! model#. The results were
very close.

In the evaluation of the resonance strength, the resona
energy for theE1 and E2 resonances was chosen as t
energy position of the resonance structure in the spect
~17 MeV!. For theE0 resonance, the average energy of t
measurement interval~20 MeV! was chosen, since no reso
nance structure could be identified in the spectrum.

The result for theE1 strength is shown in Table III, in
percentage of the respective EWSR@Eq. ~8!#. The E1
strength associated with thea0 decay is very small.

The extractedE2 component of the cross section of th
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction is shown in Fig. 12. The sam

FIG. 12. E2 component of the cross section, obtained from
following reactions: photodisintegration@upper part, data ex-
tracted from the inverse reaction22Ne(a,g0)26Mg @9##, electrodis-
integration @middle part, this work, data obtained from th
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction forq50.35 fm21#, and inelastica scat-
tering @lower part, data from26Mg(a,a8) @12##.
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figure also shows theE2 component of26Mg~g,a0!
22Ne, ob-

tained from the inverse reaction@9# and data from
26Mg(a,a8) reaction@12#. Both (e,e8a0) and (g,a0) cross
sections present a bump around 16–18 MeV that sh
some structure. The data from (a,a8) reaction show a much
richer structure, indicating that other channels besidesa0 are
important in the decay process. According to the systema
of (e,e8) experimental data for medium and heavy nuc
@6,43#, the giant quadrupole isoscalar resonance (GQ
should be at 63A21/3 MeV of excitation energy. For26Mg
that means 22 MeV, where theE2 cross section of the
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne reaction~see Fig. 12! is very small. Thus
the fraction of E2 excitation that decays through thea0
channel is concentrated significantly below the expected c
ter of the GQR. Results from (a,a8) @12# indicate that this is
also true for the absorption process, but with a strong fr
mentation of theE2 strength into many different states
clusters of states. TheE2 strength was evaluated in the sam
way as theE1. The results are shown in Table III. Althoug
the E2 strength present in thea0 channel exhausts a sma
fraction of the corresponding sum rule, it is about 3 tim
larger than the corresponding one forE1.

Even though the extractedE0 component~see lower part
of Fig. 9! is spread along the whole interval of measureme
its strength is concentrated around 14–18 MeV. The rela
E0 contribution to the total cross section is about 10 tim
smaller than theE1. Large experimental uncertainties do n
allow one to draw any conclusion about its spectral char
teristics. The evaluatedE0 strength is shown in Table III
where it can be seen that thea0 channel takes a very sma
fraction of the total resonance strength.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

High precision coincidence measurements of the fivef
differential cross section of the reaction26Mg(e,e8a0) al-
lowed us to obtain angular correlation functions for the em
ted alphas and perform a model-independent extraction
the E0, E1, andE2 multipole components of this cross se
tion.
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Extracted spectra~at q50.35 and 0.54 fm21! for the E1
component show resonance character, with a bump at
MeV, split in two peaks. The energy position of the bump
associated with theT, isospin component of the GDR. Th
evaluatedE1 strength present on thea0 channel is very
small @0.45~7!% of theE1 EWSR#.

The extractedE2 component of the cross section prese
a bump with a fine structure~three peaks! around 16–18
MeV. The structure of theE2 cross section for the reactio
26Mg(e,e8a0)22Ne is similar to the one obtained from th
inverse of the (g,a0) reaction. This structure, even thoug
associated with the GQR, does not agree with the system
ics for medium and heavy nuclei, since it is concentrated
MeV below the peak of the GQR. That is probably related
the fact @11,12# that the GQR in26Mg is fragmented into
many different states, or clusters of states, spread ov
large energy range, and only a very small part of it manife
itself through thea0 channel. TheE2 strength associate
with the a0 decay is about 3 times larger than theE1, but
still exhausts a small fraction@1.4~3!%# of the E2 EWSR.

The extractedE0 component fluctuates over the who
measurement interval~14–26 MeV!, with a slight concentra-
tion at the beginning of this interval~14–18 MeV!. Only
0.2~1!% of the totalE0 strength is associated with thea0
decay.

The decay through thea0 channel of the three cross se
tions studied~E0, E1, and E2 multipolarities! exhausts a
small fraction of the total respective strength. This conc
sion agrees with data from the inverse reaction, i.e., (a,g0)
reaction, forE1 andE2 ~there are no results forE0!.
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